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Freeform blocks are abstract interpreta<ons of tradi<onal quilt blocks. How would you like to make 
triangle blocks without templates and marking with as few measurements as possible? See what 
happens when you embrace the imperfec<ons and irregulari<es of human hands. Organic cuDng 
and piecing techniques mimic the appearance of block prints of India. Each block is different from 
the next in size, shape and form, yet there is overall harmony and balance to the quilt. You will learn 
to trust your ins<nct and eyeballing skills to further explore many possibili<es for the final layout. 
 Quilt size 64” X 72”                                        Class level: Experienced Beginning Quilter 

Technique: Machine Pieced, improve piecing 

Supply	List:	
Sewing Machine 
Sewing supplies – scissors, pins  
Rotary cuDng supplies – 45 mm rotary cu[er with sharp blade, 18” ruler, cuDng mat 
Sewing thread to match fabric 

Yardage	Requirements	for	the	quilt	top	
While selec<ng fabrics, think of value and contrast. Select light/medium and medium/dark fabrics with 
various textures. Contras<ng colors and textures create drama in any quilt.  

Fabrics	for	the	Blocks			
16 to 18 Fat Quarters of light to medium value 
16 to 18 Fat Quarters of medium to dark value 

Pre-Class	homework			
Pre-wash and iron fabrics if preferred and follow the cuDng instruc<ons. 
For the classroom purpose, precut at least 4 blocks worth of fabrics which requires 2 strips each from 
four different light/med and 2 strips each of four different medium/dark fabrics.  

*From each light/medium fabric: Cut 2 strips 5 ½”X 20” 
*From each medium/dark fabric: Cut 2 strips 5 ½”X 20” 

Make stacks of strips each containing two of the same dark and two of the same light strips. With the 
right sides up, arrange them in alterna<ng order. Pin each stack for easier handling. 

Author of Cultural Fusion Quilts         Instagram: h[ps://www.instagram.com/therootconnec<on/#  
Facebook: h[ps://www.facebook.com/TheRootConnec<on      
Blog: h[p://therootconnec<on.blogspot.com/ 
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